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New Testament: 
Singapore and Its Tensed Pasts 

History, as the most basic definition ofthe discipline would have it，的 the study 
of the past. Hence the injunction, if one is needed, from the history teacher to 
beginner students would be that they should write in the past tense as the events 
under consideration would have already taken place. However, this intuitive 
grammatical guideline is simplistic and even deceptive, hiding as it does the 
different relations of time involved in narrating the past. The word ‘tense' , 
from the Latin tempus， 的 used to show the time when the action of a verb takes 
place, and in the grammar of English language the past, present and future 
tenses have multiple aspects indicating the point of time when something 
happen日， and the status of the happening at the point referred to - whether it 
or its effects are still taking place or are already completed. 1 

The distinction between past and present is an essential component of the 
concept of time, and therefore fundamental to both historical consciousness 
and historical knowledge. The notion of the historical present requires temporal 
demarcation as well as evaluative definition and is in fact a programrne, and 
ideological project. 2 The past, sirnil征ly programrnatically deterrnin吋 th凹， is 
conditional of the present so identified, and at the same time constituted by it. 
Jean Piaget put it neatly in a critique of Freud: what psychoanalysis yields i日
the subject's current conception of his past, and not a direct knowledge of this 
past; the past is reconstructed in relation to the present just as the present is 
explained by the past, so too with history, whose coherence i日 achieved through 
relating segments ofthe past differently to the present. 3 In other words, a range 
of past tense forms - the simple past, the perfect past, and the continuous past 

can be said to structure the historical narrative. 
With the telling of the national past where the mission to foster a sense of 

comrnon destiny necessitates a myth of origin and struggle to overcome obstacles 
and enernies, certain enduring characteri日tics are postulated, fundamental 
principles endlessly battled for enunciated, and lessons drawn from collective 
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history pronounced. The future towards which the present has been mapped is 
to be assured on the basis of the particular struggles, defeats and triumphs that 
the collectivity could be said to have undergone. An examination ofthe project 
of formulating a national history in Singapore in the last two decades of the 
millennium will uncov巳r the lay巳rs of grammatical tens巳s that hav巳 gone into 
its formulation. 

While the literary and postcolonial turns may have dislodged the scientific 
claims of the regnant historicism, they have not necessarily overthrown the 
primacy of the history as a discipline. What has been brought to the surface is 
that history is a contested field of knowledge, and just as Partha Chatterjee has 
ask巳dofth巳 nation: ‘whose imagin巳d community' it is, so it has to be asked of 
a historical work: who it is who is dispensing the lessons of the past. 4 While 
Chatterjee considers ‘the nation and its women' ,‘women and the nation' ,‘the 
nation and its peasants' and ‘the nation and its outcasts' in trying to resurrect 
the virtues of ‘the fragmentary, the local, and the subjugated in order to unmask 
the will to power that lies at the very heart of modem rationality and to decenter 
its 巳pistemological and moral subject' ,5 national history in Singapor巳 prid口

itself precisely on swallowing up the fragmentary, the local and th巳 subjugated

in a grand narrative of modem rationality in the name of the moral subject. 

A Martian's view of Singapore history 

The assembling of a Singapore history has undergone a process of mutation. 
From the view that Singapore was, wh巳n Raffles land巳d in 1819, to all intents 
and purposes tabula ra晶， and that what could be ca11ed the history of Singapore 
was divisive, as it recalled the distinct trajectories of the di旺erent ethnic migrant 
communities , the Singapore Story coalesced in the late 199郎， when the key 
moments in the country's political history as an emerging postcolonial entity 
were identified and plotted into a national narrative. At the core of the concems 
of attaining social coh巳sion and a sense of nationhood, is the irony that ‘the 
very achievement of 巳conomic growth is at the same time corrosive of the 
sense of national pu叩ose and solidarity that supports it' ,6 based as it is on an 
internationalised economy geared to attract foreign investment, as well as those 
officially endorsed as ‘foreign talent' . As the countIγs pre-eminent leader, Lee 
Kuan Yew, put it to Singaporeans: 'Getting foreign talent to Singapore is the 
one critical factor that can make or br巴拉 Singapore's future' for th巳 country's

population of thr巳e million just cannot ‘toss up' enough talent on its own, and 
openness to talent is what it takes to be globally competitive.7 Intersecting 
with the privileging of the highly mobile, temporarily domiciled expatriate, is 
the emphasis on Singapore as an ‘Asian' society with a value system distinct 
from the West. 
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For national history to foster national identity, it has to have resonance and 
credibility. As part of the celebrations of the country's 40th anniversary of 
independence, when Singapore was separated from the Federation ofMalaysia 
of which it was a part in 1963-65, the govemment in 2003 commissioned British-
based Lion Television to produce a documentary to be aired on cable television 
Discovery Networks Asia. It was billed in the local newspapers as ‘a daring 
take on what really happened' , giving the island's past ‘a bold new look' , and 
making ‘bold assessments of historical figures'. 8 The publicity for the 
programme highlighted its independent position from the govemment. The film's 
producers had full access to the national archives, and no govemment minister 
saw it before its official preview and release. A foreign production house was 
selected to make the point that ‘This is not a Singapore documentary, it is a 
documentary about Singapore but made by an intemational company. We hope 
the final product will be fair and balanced, and tells our story in an engaging 
and convincing way.'9 A British director in the project who had not been to 
Singapore previously put his self-confessed initial ignorance to good effect, 
claiming that ‘As for broaching sensitive topics, 1 could say, I'm innocent. 1 
didn't know that this or that was a sensitive topic, so 1 could go ahead and film 
it.' 10 Nevertheless the documentary managed to stick to the ‘from mangrove 
backwater to metropolis' line , with Raffles and Lee Kuan Yew as the 
transformers. 

In fact , the need to proclaim the unfettered freedom, disinterestedness and 
hence objectivity of documentary film-makers is precisely a factor of the tight 
control that the Singapore govemment has imposed on the understanding of 
the country's history. A graduate student researcher commenting on the state of 
the field noted that ‘a Martian with only the official script would think that 
there is only one political movement - the PAP; two important personalities 
in Singapore - Stamford RaffIes and Lee Kuan Yew; and t趾ee dates - 1819, 
1942 and 1965 一- that are worth remembering\11 Even while assuring critics 
that history in schools should not be about memorising facts , but historical 
investigation and inquiry skills , the Mini日try of Education at the sarne time 
spelt out the ‘important lessons and values' from the past that students should 
arrive at. 12 

Pre-tense: Revolutionary sons of Raffles 

Michel-Rolph Trouillot has recommended the tracking of how history works 
through examining the processes and conditions involved in the production of 
specific narratives as being a more meaningful way of apprehending the power 
of the past than debate at the abstract level on the nature of history.13 In the 
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process , it is evident that power precedes the n也Tative proper, contributing to 
its creation and its interpretation. The decision that Stamford Raffles be 
recognised as the founder of Singapore has at one level been defended by the 
government at an empirical1evel, on grounds that there is scant documentary 
evidence of significant settlement in the preceding two centuri巳s. How巳ver，

starting Singapor巳 history with Raffles was more fundamentally an outcome of 
the power that preceded the narrative. 

S. Rajaratnam，的 director of the PAP's political bureau, broached the subject 
of Raffles' place in Singapore history in 1969, at the opening of an exhibition 
to celebrate the party's fifteenth anniversary, which was also the 150th 
anniversary of Raffl間， landing. Rajaratnam disclosed that when t由hePAPcam
t怕opow巳叮f1詛n 1959, it was so anti-colonial that Raffles was earmarked forr巳moval, 
的caping that fate only by a narrow margin. It was thus that he was given an 
honourable place and that the 1 50th annivers征Y of the founding of Singapore 
by him was being celebrated. Rajaratnam concluded: ‘We startedo旺 as an anti 
colonial party. We have passed that stage: only Raffles remains.'14 

The irony of the PAP as anti-colonial yet selecting Raffles as th巳 nation's

prog巳nitor was addressed publicly by Rajaratnam again in 1983, this time at 
the 160th anniversary of the country's elite state school, Raffles Institution. 
Himself an alumnus, Rajaratnam noted that when he founded the school, the 
last thing on Raffl肘， mind was that it would ‘turn out anti-imperialist agitators 
to seduce Singapore out of the British empire'. By his reckoning, Raffles 
Institution had nurtured the single largest group of anti-colonial politicians , its 
alurnni making up tw巳nty out ofthe then seventy-fiv巳 members of parliament. 

Rajaratnam explained the choice made by portraying Raffles as an aberrant 
coloniser, thereby obscuring the logic of governing an entrepot port-city: 

True, Raffles was an imperialist but . . . he did not loot the country he was in 
charge of. His rule was not marked by terror and savagery. He did not farrn out 
the colony he found巳d for unbridled exploitation by friends and relatives . . . 
What lives on is his vision of Singapore as a great trading centre, open to all 
who are enterprising and willing to take their chances on the basis of merit and 
hard workY 

The most comprehensive and wide-ranging explanation of the choice of 
Ra宜les as Singapore's founder was made by Rajaratnam in 1984, on the occasion 
of a national 巳xhibition to commemorate twenty-fiv巳 y巳ars of self-government. 

In that year also, the first ever set of school textbooks on Singapore history was 
issued, marking a turn from the earlier stand that Singapore's history was 
immigrant histories which marked differences, and was best to be forgotten in 
the new nation-state. Rajaratnam asserted that in 1965, when Singapore was 
severed from Malaysia, there was a debate as to who should be declared the 
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foundingfa由er of Singapore, which ‘ended abruptly' when the PAP govemment 
officia!ly decided on the ‘faithful servant of British imperialism' , a step which 
was ‘unprecedented in the history of anti-imperialist nationalism' , and which 
‘completely mystified . . . many of our Third World friends'. Indeed, there 
werl巳‘some well-meaning patriots in Singapore' who were all in favour of casting 
Raffles' statue into the Singapor巳 River. Howev巳r， Rajaratnam deem巳d that 
such an action would be pretending that Singapore did not have a colonial past, 
and thus dishonest, despite his reservations that the more balanced assessment 
of imperialism was a heresy and an idiosyncratic aberration that could cast 
doubt on the PAP's anti-imperialism. 16 

H巳 compared the PAP's choic巳 of retaining Raffl巳s with the ‘old'Warsaw 
that th巳 Polish communists r巳built after its destruction by the Nazis during the 
Second World W，缸， an acknowledgement on their part that vanquished feudali日m，

capitalism and Catholicism a!l left behind a worthy heritage that fue !led the 
spirit to defy the demands of the mighty Soviet Union. 17 Rajaratnam also 
summoned the instance ofBeijing's declaration at the time that, when the British 
d巳parted from Hong Kong in 1997, the society that British imperialism built 
would not be interfered with for at least fifty years. To him this demonstrat巳d
the political and historical sensitivity of Deng Xiaoping and his colleagues, 
who had moved from the ‘ infantile slogan' of ‘out with the imperialist past' to 
the ‘more sophisticated approach' of ‘Leam to use the imperial past wisely and 
imaginatively' .18 

Rajaratnam's polemical sp巳ech巳s on the plac巳 of Raffles in Singapore 
history ar巳 the key, if not only r巳ferences on the subject. They are a defence of 
the PAP's anti-colonial credentials, particularly necess征y as the most patent 
anti-colonialists in Singapore were not Raffles Institution alumni politicians, 

but the radical (mainly but not solely Chinese-medium educated) students, 
graduates and trade union leaders who were detained without trial by the PAP. 
As Lee Kuan Yew revealed in his 2000 memoirs , it was Singapore's economic 
advisor at th巳 time Alb巳rt Wins巳mm日， a Dutchman, who point巳d out that 
investors were waiting to see at the time what the new socialist govemment in 
Singapore was going to do to the statue of Ra凹的. Letting it remain, it was 
suggested, would be a symbol of public acceptance of the legacy of the B 
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offered such an assurance to the British. In 1965, had such a debate as Rajaratnam 
described taken place at all within the PAP, the outcome would have been a 
foregone conclusion, for any anti-colonial action at a time when the Malaysia 
scheme incorporating Singapore had failed, would have strengthened the hand 
of Pr口id巳nt Sukarno of Indon巳SI且， who had d巳clar巳d 征m巳d confrontation 
against th巳 formation ofMalaysia which to him was a neo-colonialist creation. 
At the same time, the newly independent island republic needed the continued 
presence of the British military bases for strategic and economic reasons. Hence 
Rajaratnam's claims can best be understood as apocryphal accounts told in a 
mock-revolutionary tone in the Cold War context in which decolonisation took 
plac巳 in Southeast Asia. The narrativ巳 ofRafll巳s as founder of Singapore was 
thus pre-tense, settled on before the history could start to be told 

A tensed past: Plots uncovered 

A key ‘ sensitivi旬， in Singapore history is the issue of the detention of the 
PAP's main challengers, its erstwhile left-wing members, who were wiped out 
as a political force wh巳n more than a hundred of them w巳re d巳tain巳d without 
trial, on grounds of being communist subversives, a charge which they have 
consistently denied. The detentions were carried out in February 1963 ahead of 
the elections to be held in September, following the merger with Malaysia in 
August of that year. In its first decade, the English-educated, middle-class 
professionals in the party leadership had seen the need to form an alliance with 
th巳 radical Chines巳-speaking trad巳 union and student union leaders in order to 
win over th巳 largely working-class el巳ctorate. Having done that, Le巳 Kuan

Yew and his faction of the party pushed for a merger with Malaysia, in no small 
part because the conservative, rightist Malaysian federal government would 
have little hesitation in putting the leftists in detention indefinitely without 
trial. 'Fighting the communists' is thus the just cau臼 that is the cornerstone of 
th巳 PAP's early history, while th巳 obv巳rse， which the official history does not 
perm丘， postul刮目 that ‘ (The Singapore Story) is not n巳cessarily a battle betwe巳n
good and evil. It's just different sides . . . one side won and one side lost, 
obviously' .20 

The side that won has been insistent on impressing that the victory has 
been one over communism. The Ministry of Home Affairs' publication of its 
history took prid巳1ll‘ the case of the subversiv巳 tombstone' ,21 which 
demonstrates un巳quivocally the lengths to which unauthorised life histories 
have been foreclosed. 

Thirty-two-year-old Singaporean Tay Chay Wa, a senior official of the 
Malayan National Liberation Front was executed by the Malaysian authorities 
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for illegal possession of firearms in 1983. His brother was subsequently charged 
under the Intemal Security Act in Singapore with having under his control a 
subversive document which ‘called the people to take up arms against the 
govemment' , to wit, the inscription on his brother's tombstone that he had 
erected,22 which read: 

‘Martyr Tan Chay Wa came from a poor peasant family. Having completed 
his secondary education, he worked as a factory hand. 

In th巴 S巴V巴ntl巴s ， h巴 join巴d th巴 Malayan National Lib巴ration Front (MNLF) , 

as an organization led by th巴 Communist Party of Malaya (CPM). H巴 was

subs巴qu巴ntly promot巴d District Committ巴巴 M巴mb巴r (DCM). 

Und巴r difficult circumstanc巴趴 h巴 used to app巴ase his hunger by feeding on 
wild edible vegetables. He contributed all the money that he managed to save 
to the organization, thus manifesting amply the noble quality of a revolutionary 
warnor. 

Und巴r pursuit by th巴巴n巴my， h巴 n巴d to Johor Stat巴 wh巴r巴 h巴 carn巴d on with 
his work in total disr巴gard of his own p巴rsonal safety 

Unfortunately on 2 .Tune 1979 he was arrested. Wh ile in prison , he was cruelly 
beaten up and subjected to coercive threats and inducement but he remained 
resolute and unflinchingly dauntless 

For th巴 sak，巴 of th巴 moth巴rland's lib巴ration caus巴， h巴 was hang巴d in Pudu 
Prison in Kuala Lumpur on 18 .Tan 1983 and di巴dah巴roic d巴ath

At the time of his death he was only 35. A few moments before his death, he 
wrote a heroic poem which read: ‘With heart filled with righteous indignation, 
1 stood at the gallows and forcefully pen this poem with my blood, 1 want to 
air my gri巴vanc巴s for a hundr巴dy巴a肘， unable to t巴II all th巴 wrongs with 
blood. Wh巴n will this gallows b巴 d巴stroyed to bring about a n巴wh巴av巴n?'

This militant po巴md巴picts his d巴巴p hatred against th巴 old society and his 
boundl巴ss confid巴nc巴 as th巴 victory ov巴r th巴 moth巴rland's r，巴volution. His 
glorious image will forever lie in 血巴 minds of th巴 people. Martyr Tan Chay 
Wa' s spirit willliv巴 forever! 23 

An Internal Security Department officer, a former member of an 
underground Mar血叉ist仗t-Le凹ninist叫t
testitied as exper此t witness t由ha瓜tthe words ‘ mot由he叮rland's叫li山b巳叮ratiωon cause' referred 
to the Malaysian peninsula, and that ‘old society' similarly referred to the 
govemments of Malaysia and Singapore, while the defence had argued that the 
tombstone simply held out the deceased as worthy of admiration and emulation 
for having died for a cause, even if it was not one that others shared戶 The

material on the tombstone, even while it was deemed subversive, was given 
full airing in the press , for it adrnitted that the subject was a member of the 
Communist P訂ty of Malaya. The obituary, a ritual piece of rhetoric, drained 
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the life out of Tan Chay Wa as a person, in the same way as did the Intema1 
Security strategy of reducing the subject to his ca1ling 'for a vio1ent overthrow 
of the Singapore govemment' . 

The ‘case of the subversive tombstone' and simi1ar more regu1ar battles 
against Communism, critica1 though they were deemed by the authorities to 
the security and surviva1 of Singapore, apparently did not necessari1y make a 
deep impression on the popu1ation. The 1ast Intema1 Security arrest for 
Communist activities was carried out in 1987, when twenty-two peop1e were 
detained without tria1, accused of involvement in a ‘Marxist conspiracy'. Un1ike 
the earlier detainees , this group comprised middle-c1ass English-educated 
professionals and Catholic social workers. In the Parliamentary debate that 
ensued, the ‘conspirators were mainly assigned a genea10gy which traced back 
to the unionists and radica1 politicians of the 1950s and 60s. Recruits from the 
Chinese-speaking ground had dried up with the govemment policy of c10sing 
non-English medium 1anguage schools. 2月 The historicallink was drawn on the 
authority of Lee Kuan Yew, as veteran anti-Communist combatant. In the 
Parliamentary debate on the motion tabled by an opposition p征ty member calling 
for a rejection of th巳 govemm巳剖's actions against alleged subversive activiti臼
by Marxists and others, it was he who defended the action most vigorous1y, 
rather than the younger team which he was then grooming to take over when he 
stepped down as prime minister. Lee spoke for over an hour, for the most part 
recounting his battle with the communists in the 1950s. The crux of the history 
lesson was: ‘you don't argue with killer squads' .26 

Despite the gravity of the issue, Singaporeans did not seem to be gal vanised 
into wanting to know their past. A Ministry of Education survey carried out in 
1996 to gauge the 1eve1 of know1edge on history revea1ed that ‘wi1d guesses' 
on the causes of the Hock Lee Bus riot in the mid-1950s pro叮叮ed by the 
respondents who inc1uded tertiary-level students, had ranged from a rise in bus 
f位白， poor working conditions , and low p呵， to conflict between Chinese dialect 
groups. The answer which the newspaper report supplied as the correct one 
was ‘the riots were instigated by communists\27 

Whi1e anti-communism remains centra1 to the PAP's autobiography, the 
position of the ideology as the most dangerous threat to the country's well 
being has dec1ined in re1ative importance with the end of the Co1d War. An 
unprecedented event in 2006 marked the passage of communism in Singapore 
history into the past perfect tense: ‘past without effect on the present'. 
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The official riposte in the form of a letter to the press by the Ministry of 
Home Affairs responding to newspaper commentaries did not refer to the 
harrowing accounts of their imprisonme凹， but reiterated that those who had 
been detained were not political dissidents or opposition members engaged in 
the democratic process , but ‘belonged to th巳 Communist United Front which 
supported the Communist Party of Malaya, an underground organisation which 
used te叮or and violence to subvert the democratic process and overthrow the 
govemment of Singapore and Malaysia\28 They had been released when they 
renounced communism. The speakers' protestations of their innocence and 
victimisation were dismissed as attempts to take advantage of young 
Singaporeans who had not lived through th巳 period. The旭巳 g伊ov間emmen削ltha吋dallowed

tl 
not to ‘rewrit紀e history'. Indeed it is capitalism in Singapore as shaped by the 
PAP and which has transformed the standard of living on the island, that has 
become the vindication ofthe party's record, in effect displacing the centrality 
ofthe ‘battle against the communists' trope. 

The tensed present: The plot thickens 

It was in 1996 that the govemment deemed it fit to apprise Singaporeans ofthe 
recent history of their country. Then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong declared 
‘After 31 years , more important than our economic success and the 
improvements in our lives，的 the beginning of a Singapore identity and nation.叫
Launching the N ational Education programme in 1997, Lee Hsien Loong noted 
that the common history syllabus for secondary schoolleavers designed by th巳
Ministry of Education stopped in 1963,‘which perversely omits the vital period 
leading to our independence' , and would be extended to 1971.30 The year 1963 
was that in which Singapore merged into the Federation ofMalaysia, a storrny 
union which lasted only until August 1965. A 1996 survey found that students 
could not giv巳 th巳 year in which Singapore became independ巳nt. Th巳yalsohad

no idea for how long was their country a part of Malaysia; some ev巳n did not 
think that that had ever happened. 31 The National Education project, while 
covering Singapore history from Stamford Raffles on, was foremost an exercise 
in exorcising the Malaysian years, through fixing its place in the Singapore 
Story. Indeed, twenty-five years after its separation from Malaysia, Lee Kuan 
Y巳w conclud巳d that Singapore would not hav巳 achiev巳dind巳pendence by any 
other way than merger with Malaysia, for that painful experienc巳 has taught its 
people ‘the lessons of life' 一‘they understood then what it was like to be 
trapped in a communal situation'. Singapore was not-Malaysia戶
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With the story and moral in place, the govemment was ready to disseminate 
1963-65 as history, necessary to instil the sense of distinctiveness between that 
nation and other ones. In 1996, Lee Kuan Yew aired his ‘musings' on the 
possibility that Singapore might re-merge with Malaysia if the latter pursued 
th巳 sam巳 policy of m巳ritocracy as Singapor巳 did， without any rac巳 being in a 
privileg巳d position, and if it w巳r巳 to be was similarly succ巳5日ful in maxirnising 
economic benefits to its people. The govemment noted that while both 
Malaysians and Singaporeans responded negatively to the idea of a re-merger, 
Malaysians were ‘vehemently' against it, while the reaction of Singaporeans 
was only a ‘muted' one, as they did not know much about the period33 and 
W叮巳 not able to articulat巳‘th巳 differ巳ntfundam巳ntal id巳als' distinguishing th巳
two countri巳s: Singapor巳 stood for ‘full and equal opportunity for every citizen 
to fulfil his potential, regardless of race, language, and religion, honest and 
transparent rules for both the pri vate and public sector and the fact that no one 
is above the law\34 Goh Chok Tong followed up with the scenario that if the 
Singapore economy failed , the country would have to join Malaysia again.35 

Previously de巳m巳d too s巳n日itive to talk about, the riots of July and S巳ptember
1964 following the height巳n巳d racialisation of politics during th巳 general

elections of September 1963 were featured as having ‘so strained' Malay-
Chinese race relations that Malaysian Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman 
decided that Singapore had to be separated from the Federation if bloodshed 
was to be avoided.36 Race became the primordial fault-line in Singapore as a 
nation. Sinc巳 th巳 1987 arrests ofthe ‘Marxist conspirators' , the Int巳mal Security 
Act has been invoked mostly against those charg巳d with religious extremism 
祖d te叮叮ism， part of the global tensions which the govemment has attributed 
to the spread of ‘fundamentalist Islamic extremism'. 

Racing towards the inevitable 

Racial consciousn巳ss has com巳 to be an ontological fact of being Singaporean, 
if not of being human, according to Goh Chok Tong, who pronounced in the 
stative present tense, denoting that which is true for all time, that ‘We all want 
to be Singaporeans but to be very frank , in the end, it's race and religion which 
will be stronger than nationality.' 37 Such an admission of the limits to 
Singapore's nation-building e宜。rts could well be read as a startlingly honest 
confession of failur巳 on the part of the r巳gime which holds racial harmony as 
its distinctiven巳ss ， but it was in fact a basis for th巳 argument for having a strong 
govemment to hold the fissiparous racial divisions in check. Singaporeans have 
been told by a govemment minister that in 1999, when for the first time in its 
history a Singaporean leader's picture was put on the currency notes, that not 
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everyone was pleased that Yusof Ishak, the first president, was selected. ‘Afew 
Chinese Singaporeans were not happy that a Malay face should be on our dollar. 
On the other hand, a Malay grassroots leader asked why Yusof Ishak was not 
shown wearing his songkok.叫 The moral of this vignette is that ‘it is important 
that Yusof Ishak should be presented as a national leader and not only as a 
leader of the Malay community, wearing a suit and tie, not baju kurong and 
songkok. '39 Such innate jealousy over racial pre-eminence thus can only be 
managed at best, not overcome or dissolved. Lee Kuan Yew himself admitted 
to having reached the limits of using persuasion to achieve a multicultural 
Singapore, for ‘the rate of intermingling and acceptance is faster among certain 
groups than others' , pointing specifically to the Malay community as having 
com巳 to be ‘centred on a mosqu巳 more than th巳 other social c巳ntres we hav巳
built\40 The issues were not simply symbolic ones, or related to religion. A 
govemment minister, calling for greater racial interaction as a buffer against 
tensions , saw it fit to admonish those who had the impression that some 
communities sought financial help more frequently than others. He also stated 
that race should not be linked to socio-economic class, and that p巳ople should 
not 'ask their Malay grassroots lead巳r to explain why it is that Malays ar巳
coming for help. These are fellow Singaporeans coming for help, so we do our 
best (to help them)' .41 

The identification of Singaporeans along raciallines and the frailty of their 
coexistence as elaborated in official discourses have become a self-validating 
wisdom, and particularly heightened in 2001 following the 11 S巳pt巳mbersuicid巳
crashing of planes into New York's Twin Towers by AI-Qu巳da t巳rrorists. In 
2002, thirteen members of the J emaah Islamiah in Singapore were arrested on 
the discovery of a bomb plot. The deputy prime minister suggested that if a 
bomb went off and if ‘radicalised Muslim Singaporeans' were found to be 
responsible, distrust between the races would result, and that ‘there would be 
serious misund巳rstandings and distrust among the communiti口. Ther巳 would

be hate crimes against the Muslim community.叫 In line with this 
prognostication, a spokesman for the Singapore Buddhi日t Federation recalled 
in the press how the 1964 racial riots drove him to fight against a Malay friend: 
‘We used to play football together. Then the riots happened. He c 
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and suspicion towards Muslims would increase even if there were no hate crimes. 
He called for deeper interaction between communities, but also for more 
sensitivity to ‘minority communities' , citi月 the instance of Mandarin spoken 
at meetings even when Malays in attendance did not understand the language.44 

A plethora of initiatives was tak巳n to generate great巳r int巳raction betw巳en

therac巳s. In 2002, Inter-Religious Confidence Circles were form巳d， comprising 
community, business and religious leaders ‘to provide a platform for confidence-
building between different communities'; Harmony Circles were drawn up for 
schools , workplaces and other local organisations. A Community Engagement 
Programme was announced in the wake of the Madrid and London bombings 
of 2004 and 2005 r巳spectively 'to forge a network of p巳ople from differ巳nt
races who will understand and trust each other and act as a buffer against racial 
tension, in case of te叮or strike日，戶 A national security advertising campaign 
was drawn up, with ‘public ambassadors' renowned in their own fields - from 
the media and sports to the arts and business - with a standing ‘separate from 
the Govemment' to ‘voice public messages of resilienc巴， of community bonding, 

or social harmony' , for which ‘a reputable market r巳search or polling company 
to identify the candidates for public ambassadors' was being sought, which 
was also to mount at least four focus group discussions on the candidates , with 
at least one discussion in each language.46 

The mother-tongue policy in schools was put in place in 1987, with all 
local schools being English-medium, and the ‘mother tongue' , defined according 
to the official racial categories, as a compulsory school subj巳Ct.47 Thus those 
who fell under the cat巳goryof ‘Chinese' had to learn Mandarin in school as the 
‘mother tongue' , even if their household language was a Chinese dialect, Malay 
or English. This ‘mother-tongue' school policy was the mainstay of the 
govemment's claim to championing multiculturalism, observable through 
‘cultural activities' that are officially sanctioned, but organised by the racial 
groups th巳mselves.48 B巳yond the spher巳 that is defined as culture, language is 
unmoored from race, and is purely instrum巳ntal. Hence, in 2005 when the 
Singapore leadership realised the importance of their being able to communicate 
with Malaysians and Indonesians, Lee Kuan Yew decided that Singapore should 
have aco 
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raised by a Malay businessman as to why the govemment saw the need to 
nurture such a group instead of helping more Malays to become professionals 
the reply was that the govemment ‘would also like to see more Malays become 
more involved in the region' .50 

The stative present, denoting what is true of all time and the habitual pr巳se剖，
indicating an action currentiy going on, or a stat巳 currentiy existing, ar巳 blurred

when employed with reference to race in Singapore history. It is taken as the 
fundamental reality that defines human beings, and hence the analytical structure 
that govems societies, in particular those that are racially heterogeneous. ‘Race' 
is thus conceived of as being timeless, unchanging, inevitable and ahistorical. 
Atb巳st th巳 divisions that it constitut叮叮e manag巳d; at worst th巳 friction so 
caused ignites into racial conflagration, as happ巳ned in Singapor巳 in 1964 
between the Malays and Chinese. If racial tensions persist therefore, they are 
simply the outcome of the very nature of the demographic composition of the 
society. Each Singaporean is thus by definition a time bombY 

The Malays, proportionately the least represented in the middle and upper 
middle classes and who hav巳 claims to indigenous status have ironically com巳
to be most vulnerable to being identified with a ‘foreign' motherland post 
1965 , just as the Chinese and Indian migrants to Singapore had been in earlier 
periods of history. Recognition of Singapore as part of a vibrant Malay world 
before the colonial period was regarded as dangerous admission of arguments 
for special privileges for the race based on indigeneity，的 in Malaysia. Hence 
the pr巳-colonial period in Singapore history is relegat巳d to the ‘past without 
effect on th巳 present'. Singapore's leaders valoris巳d its colonial history 
positively, and saw the arrival of Stamford Raffles, servant of the East India 
Company, in 1819 as birth-time of modem Singapore, equalising the positions 
of the racial groups. The immediate pre-Raffles past is thus clearly written in 
the past perfect tense: ‘Singapore had been a Malay fishing village' , and would 
hav巳 remained one had it not been for its ‘founding' by the British. Poet Alfian 
Sa'瓜， while disavowing any sympathy for nativism and sp巳cial privileges , in 
delineating the contours of the discursive violence done to the Malay past and 
present has framed their entrapment in the past perfect tense in his memorable 
line: ‘if you wa 
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independence，也ey had subsequently been sidelined.54 However, the dynamics 
of the official discourse on Indians was to take a turn. By 凹的， Singapore's 
leaders were extolling India's emergence as a major econornic and geopolitical 
power. In line with this, Indian Singaporeans were urged to help Singapore to 
tap into th巳 world's s巳cond-most populous nation: ‘Just as our Chines巳
busin巳ssmen 巳njoy sp巳cial guanxi in China, our Indians too hav巳 special

knowledge, understanding oflocal culture, and farnily and business connections 
with India.' Goh Chok Tong went on to give the community a glowing testimony: 
‘you have distinguished yourselves in diverse fields like politics, medicine, 
law, education, business and other professions. You have done well not just at 
th巳 very top. . . . The entir巳 community has also played an important role in 
Singapor巴 's development and nation-building. Your achi巳V巳m巳nts ar巳 a

testament to the two core principles fundamental to Singapore - meritocracy 
and multi-racialism.咐 Indeed， so enormous was the potential of India's 
economic liberalisation to Singapore that Singapore's leaders harkened back to 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the golden age of the classical Indianised 
states of South巳astAsia， wh巳n th巳y construct巳d their gr巳atest monuments , just 
as Admiral Cheng Ho's epic 巳xpeditions established trade and tribute, making 
a profound impact on the region's development. 56 

As a minority immigrant group, the Indians in Singapore could by their 
economic success , otherwise largely associated with the majority Chines巴，
validate the state's claim to practising meritocracy and multiracialism. With 
th巳 shift from communism to communalism as th巳 core problem which the 
discourse on national history is written to contain, the Chines巳 in Singapor巴，

homogenised and sanitised of competing or differential identities other than 
racial, are thus the ones who hold the fate of multicuItural Singapore in their 
hands by their grace in restraining their democratic majoritarian rights. Prime 
Minister Lee himself reminded Singaporeans that: 

As the majority community in Singapore, the Chinese play an important role 
in promoting and protecting harmonious community relations. The Chinese 
community should reach out to the other ethnic communitie且， bring everyone 
closer, and make the minority communities feel comfortable and at ease. 
Chinese Singaporeans have to make sure the minorities never feel 
overwhelmed by race.57 

So it was that in late 2006 at a community-level ev巳nt for Singaporeans to 
celebrate Hari Raya, where a member of Parliament was guest of honour, 
apparently the whole event, including community singing was apparently 
conducted in Mandarin Chinese and dialects.58 This arrangement can be read 
as the Chinese reaching out to other ethnic communities as the prime minister 
has urged, but non-Chinese Singaporeans did not necessarily see it this way. In 
fact one of them wrote to the pr巳5日 to point out that they had be巳n snubbed. 
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Quintessentially Singapore: Essentially Chinese 

The historical complexities of the Chinese migrant communities riven with 
dialect, ideological and class di叮叮entiation and competition have been dissolved 
into an essentialised ancestry of model citizenry. Whereas Nanyang University, 
founded and funded by the Chinese community in 1955 as the only Chinese-
medium university in Southeast Asia was a hotb巳d of radical anticolonialism 
which was suppressed by the PAP govemment, at its 50th anniversary, Prime 
Minister Lee Hsien Loong spoke of the period in terms not of turbulence and 
rupture but of anodyne continuity: 

Th巴巴arly Nantah stud巴nts w巴r巴 k巴巴nlyawar巴 that th巴y had b巴n巴fit巴d from 
th巴 g巴n巴rosity of th巴 SOCl巴ty. They kn巴w that had N antah not b巴巴n set up, 
mostofth巴m wouldhav巴 had no opportunity to pursu巴 univ巴rSlty 巴ducation

Th巴yw巴r巴 grateful and want巴d to liv巴 up to 巴xp巴ctations of th巴 community

Many saw th巴m日巴lves as Chin巴8巴 intellectuals ， whos巴 tradition included a 
strong s巴n日巴 of mission to contribut巴 to and b巴tt巴r soci巴ty. Th巴Y follow巴d

closely what happ巴n巴d outsid巴 ofth巴 umv巴rsity and b巴came actively involv巴d
in the process and politics of building our young nation . . . Whichever side 
they were on at that the tim巴， they represented the finest spirits of their age, 
and Nantah epitomised what they were striving for . . . The Nantah spirit 
remains as relevant as ever. We should keep its flame alive, and nurture a 
s甘ong sense of community and mutual support, not just in NTU, but also in 
our other local universities . . . and indeed in our society at larg巴 59

The seamless rendering of Nanyang Universi旬's radical history into one 
of admirable conformity to cultural and social norm日 is a complex move, coming 
as it does from the v巳ry same political party that had branded and arrested its 
student activists in the 1950s and 1960s as communist subversives. While it 
can possibly be seen as the govemment finally recognising that the radicals 
were a legitimate political force , in fact it potentially undercuts the critical 
edge and revisionist pu中ose of those historians dedicated to documenting 
precisely this assertion. The glaring absence of admission that the speech was 
an overtuming of a tenaciously held govemment line which justifi巳d th巳

traumatic dislocation oflives of individuals who had been demonised, detained 
and silenced compounds the weight of state power that has been brought to 
bear on them. 

The appropriation of the N antah myth is part of the process of scripting 
the idealised immigrant and radical Chinese past, tugging it into the present 
p巳rfect tense: completed action with results lasting into th巳 present. Continuity 
links the present and that past; it is to be extolled and emulated as the national 
exemplar. The Chinese have become ur-Singaporeans; to be Singaporean, one 
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has to be like the Chinese. The state's profession of multiculturalism 
notwithstanding, Harvard professor Tu Wei-ming, ofTaiwan origin and invited 
to Singapore as a consultant on Confucian values in 1982, put Singapore firτnly 
in his grouping of the People's Republic of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong as 
the symbolic univ巳rse of societi巳s populated pr巳dominantly by cultural and 
ethnic Chinese. He unproblematically conflated the two terms in th巳 case of 
Singapore, claiming that the life orientation of each of these societies is based 
in Chinese culture, that 尬， they fully participate in the economic, political, and 
sociallife of a Chinese community or civilisation.6o 

Certainly the sinicisation of the Singapore landscape has become a matter 
of course, the remedying of d巳fect. L巳e Kuan YI巳w on a trip to China praised 
Singapor巳ans enrolled in Peking University，巳specially those who planned to 
return to Singapore to teach and help raise the standard ofMandarin Chinese. A 
member of parliament accompanying him remarked that the country needed a 
more ‘natural environment' for Singaporeans to improve their Chinese (sic: 
Mandarin Chinese): ‘If you go out to the shops and streets and you see and hear 
Chinese, you learn faster. We need more u日巳 of Chinese in the media and more 
street signs in Chines巳.吋l

The tangled web in which naturalising Mandarin Chinese in Singapore's 
multi-layered language setting is caught is well-exemplified by a vignette that 
captures the everyday complexities of language use, and that could happen 
only in Singapore. It involves the Chinese translation ofthe proposed Bayfront 
Mass Rapid Transit station. The Land Transport Authority had toss巳d up the 
name ‘Bei Fu Lan' , a phon巳tic transliteration of the English name, and which 
does not have any meaning. In letters that ST deemed as 可leartfelt ， emotion-
charged' , the local Chinese press protested that such routine ‘carelessness' 
betrayed the lack of respect for the language on the part of the monolingual 
English-educated (Chinese) , and that inappropriate translations would make 
Singapor巳 a laughing stock, especially as the proposed station is located in a 
tourist area. They call巳d for a review of Chinese v巳rsions of other street names 
as well. 

The TransportAuthority then adopted the suggestion of a veteran translator 
to call the station 'Hai Wan Fang' in Chinese, literally ‘small boats bay' to the 
satisfaction of those who raised conce 
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further break communication between Singaporeans who use different 
languages. The victory ofthe Chinese-Ianguage press on the issue marks cIearly 
the restructured position of Chineseness in Singapore, though the Chinese 
language and culture lobby seems to be oblivious to this. The injustices of the 
past to which they allude and seek amends for is only permissible in the pr臼C凶，

when it is they who are the mode1 citizenry. 

Presenting the past 

This essay has argued that, contrary to the commonsensical understanding even 
on the part of historia肘， history is not necessarily articulated in the past tense. 
However, it is not the first to make such a claim even where Singapore history 
is concemed. Such an insight has actually a1ready been made by a popular 
history text on Singapore written to accompany the National Education 
exhibition. A note which introduces the book explains why it was written in the 
present tense: 

Why is this 'history' in the present ten自己? Because history is never about 
what冶 dead and gone. We are 也e products ofhistory. The present tense conveys 
the immediacy and brings the reader back to the events of the time. It also 
gets the reader thinking about which parts of these real泌的紅e still with us 
today. Besides, everybody writes historical events in the past ten自己. Let's try 
something different.的

Arguably, it is popularised histories such as the above-cited volume, 
commissioned by a govemment agency, which is the most cognisant of the 
implications of the tenses that structure a historica1 narrative. Overtly dispensing 
lessons from the past for Singaporean日， it uses the present tense throughout -
appropriately, for these ‘lessons' are not so much derived from the past as in 
search of a past that would endow them with validity born of experience and 
specificity. The joumey into nationhood, touted as one of self-discovery, is 
rea11y one of concealment - one constituted by the subterranean shifts in the 
forms of the tenses used to structure it. The tensions and tenses in Singapore' s 
past are congruent; they begin and end intensely in the present political 
configuration. 



Conclusion: 
No End to History 

In 2006 , some months after the general elections in which the ‘post-65' 
generation of Singaporeans who were bom after the coun仕y became independent 
in 1965 was identified by the PAP, in govemment for forty-five years, as the 
social group that they had to win over, a small group of students were invited to 
meet the newly appointed 42-year-old minister of state for education, a first 
term member of Parliament, and chair of a comrnittee to review the national 
education programme introduced to schools since 1997. Through social studies 
and other subjects, especially history, the programme aimed to foster a sense of 
national identity and help students understand the challenges facing Singapore. 

A year earlier, the subject of history had been headline news when some 
students chose Hitler as their team name and icon during a school camp. The 
minister of education said firmly that it was a mistake for students to think that 
Hitlerwas ‘cool' out of their ignorance of history. The students concerned were 
made to research on Hitler's crimes against humanity. The press went on with 
ana1yses on how history lessons were regarded as drudgery and needed to be 
taught in a way that would appeal to students' minds and have an emphasis on 
historical interpretation and inquiry skills. An educationi哎's survey was cited 
as conc1uding that the national education messages conveyed through Singapore 
history c1asses were seen as govemment propaganda by 40 percent of pupils. 1 

The students who met the minister of state bore out this observation. They 
unceremoniously reiterated to him that ‘National Education is boring. It is 
propaganda' . That such a statement was a front -page news item was an indication 
that the govemment recognised that they had to respond to this trend. ST thus 
saw the latter's reply that 'It is the truth - to a certain extent' as a concession 
of sorts 

Singapore history taught in the national education framework had in fact 
alerted students to the fact that there had to be another side to the Story. As one 
of them told the minister, 
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sides to the Si月apore Story' such as ‘the version of hi日tory from Barisan Socialis 
activists and communists . . . the sides of the story that don't often see daylight 
in our textbooks though these are momentous occasions in our history crucial 
to nation-building'.2 

The version of Singapore history that the state has prescribed thus may 
well have outlived its usefulness , raising as it has questions even among school 
students of the PAP as the only righteous political actor in the mass politics of 
decolonisation. The publication of a tribute to Lim Chin Siong in 2001 showed 
how much respect and reverence the foremost member of the PAP Left who 
became the Barisan Socialis leader still has among his former comrades, and 
made him known to Singaporeans who would have hitherto heard of him only 
as a 由reat to Singapore's nationhood. In addition, the volume contains the 
study by Tim Harper, based on recently decIassified British Public Records 
Office documents which argued that Lim spoke for a local radical tradition that 
pitted the popular will against colonial power and that the evidence from the 
available records were inconcIusive on the question of whether Lim was a 
communist or not. 3 

This question has become central for sceptics of 由e Singapore Story, for 
由e PAP has justified the political detentions of the Left, which eliminated its 
leadership as political force , on grounds that they were in a united front with, if 
not actually members of the illegal communist party. The Singapore Story has 
been structured by such a rationality, which does not admit of altemative 
possibilities , nor thus of innocent victims. The unprecedented public forum in 
February 2006 at which two former political detainees reiterated that they were 
not communists, but left-wing union activists, and had suffered treatment meted 
out to them to ‘demean, humiliate and dehumanise' political prisoners,4 was 
perhaps permitted as a gauge to see if Singaporeans were concemed at all about 
the detentions. 

As Tan Jing Quee told the forum , he was 缸Tested the night before he planned 
to stage a protest against a government move to de-register left-wing trade 
unions.5 The morality on which the PAP govemment cIaim日 its legitimacy is 
based on the economic prosperity that it has produced for the general populace, 

and this in turn had been made possible in the first place by the Intemal Security 
Act. Based on this log凹， the counter-history cannot dislodge the Si 
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The occasion for this surfaced with the deaths of three key Old Guard 
leaders between 2005 and 2006 - Devan Nair and Lim Kim San were 
octogenarians; S. Rajaratnam had turned ninety. The latter's passing in particular 
aroused sentimental responses , not the least because Lee Kuan Yew was moved 
to tears at the state funeral service. Younger Singaporeans were touched to 
learn from the tributes on television and newspapers that it was Rajaratnam 
who penned the national pledge that students recited every day at school, and 
many expressed consternation that they had not even heard of him before: 

The death of Mr S. Rajaratnam made Singapore's history more personal to 
me, but it also raised the question: why had 1 not known about him earlier? 
Until he died and 1 read about it in the papers, 1 did not know he had penned 
the Pledge. Now that 1 can actually place a human voice to the words , they 
resonate with a lot more meaning - a man's vision of multiculturalism and 
unity. . . National Education is too limited and selective. Mr Rajaratnam is a 
classic ex位nple of someone who has not been given enough importance in 
our 趾story sy llabus. 6 

Pleas were made for more information about Toh Chin Chye who designed 
the flag , and Zubir Said who composed the national anthem and admonitions 
that the government should house information of the ‘founding fathers' in one 
location, and perhaps create busts or statues of them. The ‘history' that such 
young Singaporeans claimed to crave for was supplementary rather than 
alternative, and in the form of vignettes rather than analyses of Rajaratnam or 
Toh Chin Chye7 as politicians and nation-builde悶， such that they could simply 
be classified with the musician Zubir Said. 

Amidst the outpouring of self-chastisement and demand for an expanded 
Singapore Story, stands a blog entry that managed to turn the tables on the 
heroic stories told. In his eulogy for Rajaratnam, Lee Kuan Yew had recalled 
the latter's role in ensuring the success of the 1952 postal workers union strike 
for more pay, the first strike to take place in Singapore since the British colonial 
government declared a state of emergency in 1948 to fight the communist 
insurgents in Malaya. The British had hoped to ignore the event, and let it die 
for lack of publicity, but Lee, acting as legal advisor to the Postal and 
Telecommunications Uniformed StaffUnion, and Goh Keng Swee managed to 
convince Rajaratnam, then associate editor of the Singapore Standard that the 
workers had justifiable grievances , and the paper reported it extensively. 
Rajaratnam, sympathetic to workers and trade unions , then wrote stinging 
editorials attacking the colonial government, forcing the British-owned ST to 
report on the strike. Criticisms of the colonial government featured in the front 
page of the Singapore Standard for weeks, until the British agreed to concessions 
for the union. According to Lee, the success of the strike won him the confidence 
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of unions , which were then sufficiently encouraged to launch a rash of 
negotiations , arbitrations and strik肘， building a mass following for the anti 
colonial cause.8 

The blogger responded to this story with an ironic salute: Hail, altemative 
m巳dia. Hail, Sinnathambi RajaratnamY 

The Singapor巳 Story thus presents with it the possibiliti巳s of its own 
antithesis and ironies, as well as challenges for Singaporeans to deconstruct it 
and carve out their altematives. 
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